
conditions developed by Fourcade, Baker, and Shultz
from their previous studies.

All the geologists left the island in late December,
while the three glaciologists stayed for another month.
Orheim

'
assisted by Hughes, continued the heat,

mass balance, and strain studies started during the
previous two seasons and initiated a comparative
mass balance program at Livingston Island. Studies
of the mass balance and volcanic history of the
area and of the local ice deformation were made
fri a glacier crater formed by the 1970 eruption.
Govorukha worked part of the season with the Ohio
State University glaciologists, but he also conducted
several independent studies. He started mass balance
studies at two small ice fields near the Argentine
base, and he studied firn development at various
localities. He also started work on a geomorphological
map of the island.

Two other groups of studies, while not an integral
part of IDIVE-71, deserve mention. Persons aboard
Zapiola sounded Port Foster to determine any changes
in the submarine topography, and parties were sent
ashore to measure tides. Two U.S. biologists from
Hero studied the changes in marine life that resulted
from the 1970 eruption.

As the site of the only erupting volcano in
Antarctica, Deception Island will command scientific
interest for some time to come. The international
cooperation this season will hopefully set a precedent
for future expeditions to the area. That the members
of this hastily organized expedition were able to
work well together and accomplish their scientific
objectives bodes well for such ventures in the future.

Petrologic and volcanologic
investigation of Deception Island

CHARLES H. SHULTZ

Department of Geology
Slippery Rock State College (Pennsylvania)

and

Institute of Polar Studies
The Ohio State University

'The effect of the winter 1970 eruption at Deception
Island was less than early reports had suggested. No
major volcanic edifice was created, and the caldera
wall did not change significantly. However, judging
by field evidence, the eruption was the most violently
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Figure 2. Telefon Bay and the area of the 1967 and 1970 erup-
tions. Based mostly on sketch may by C. Shultz.

explosive of the recent series of eruptions. This was
probably due not only to the high viscosity of the
magma but also to massive involvement of cold sea
water, which in some craters is still boiling.

Five new marine craters and seven or eight ter-
restrial vents, all approximately alined along an
arcuate trace 4 to 5 km long, are recognized. The
marine eruptions occurred in Telefon Bay and led to
the creation of 1.0 to 1.5 sq km of new land (fig. 2).
The eruption partially destroyed "New Island"
(1967), but pyroclastic deposits have now tied the
remnants to the main caldera ring. The marine
craters are of the maar type; they are broad and fiat
with no significant build-up of tephra at their rims.
In plan view the maar are scalloped, implying the
existence of more than one vent for each maar (fig. 2,
crater E).

The land craters generally resemble diatremes. They
are narrow, deep, and cylindrical, although later
downslope movement has produced a funnel shape.
Several (H, J, and K) contained hot, yellowish-green
water when examined. Of the group, crater M is of
greatest interest, partly because it is the largest but
primarily because it broke through a glacial-ice
tongue that was heavily mantled with debris. The
north side of this crater is distinguished by a remark-
able series of concentric slump scarps that presumably
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resulted from the subsequent flow of ice into the
crater (fig. 3). Crater L may be just a fumarole
chimney and not an explosive vent. Fumarole chim-
neys are common in the vicinity of the marine craters.

A tephra blanket covers approximately half of the
island, lying north of a line between the former
Chilean base and Wensleydale Beacon. The fineness
of the tephra has produced a smooth surface texture
obliterating most surficial irregularities where the
cover is sufficiently thick. This has lent a strange.
surrealistic quality to the landscape, especially just
west of Telefon Bay. The tephra surface is firm owing
to the sea salts that saturate the dust and ash. White
salt efflorescence and wetness are common. Meltwater
has caused exhumation of some larger stream valleys,
but most are still buried. Mudflows originating near
the base of snow banks or glacial-ice outcrops are
ubiquitous.

Within a few hundred meters of craters, blocks and
bombs up to 2.5 m in diameter and numerous impact
craters are prevalent. The bombs are generally grayish
black with brownish rims and are highly vesicular
(black pumice). High viscosity is indicated by jagged
tears and other tensional features. The rock is 30 to
70 percent crystalline; glass is partially opacitized by
oxidation and turbid due to a dense mat of crystallites.
Plagioclase (An453 ) and diopsidic augite are the
most common minerals, but forsteritic olivine and
orthopyroxene (En85 _90 ) are present in trace amounts.
A variety of cognate xenoliths is invariably present,
especially in the core of bombs.

The petrographic character of glass shards in ash
samples is similar to that of volcanic bombs. Particles
are typically equant and jagged. Shard margins cut
across vesicles, showing that the ash originated by
disintegration of brittle material; the particles are
not congealed liquid droplets. Chemical analyses and
petrographic characteristics indicate that the new

Figure 3. View from the east of the area affected by the 1970
eruption. The glacier crater (M) is in the lower center, the former

island in the upper center.

Figure 4. Stratigraphy of the glacier crater. The sca!e is indicated
by the encircled person and by the 20-rn-long crevasse ladder
between the arrows. The lower arrow also points to a 0.6-rn-thick
pyroclastic layer that is possibly from the 1842 eruption reported

by Smiley of the Wilkes expedition.

pyroclastics are basaltic andesite in composition and
are closely similar to the 1967 and 1969 pyroclastics.

The widespread occurrence of new sea cliffs within
the caldera and the active calving of "Black" Glacier
imply that the shoreline of Port Foster has subsided;
this movement is probably related to the new eruption.
Near the Argentine base, the amount of subsidence
is estimated to be between 0.5 and 1.0 m.

The most ominous new feature is the presence
of numerous open rifts extending from just west of
Telefon Bay to the Argentine base toward the
southwest. The rifts are best developed west of
Cross Hill (fig. 2), where open, en echelon cracks
0 to 20 cm wide are more than 100 m long. The

rifts cut bedrock as well as sediment deposited during
the 1970 melt season, implying that they originated
possibly 3 or 4 months after the eruption. They
cross the caldera wall at a small acute angle and
show a slight vertical displacement, with the interior
of the caldera on the up side. It is tempting to
speculate that these rifts are the precursors of the
next series of eruptions. If so, the next eruptions
should occur between the west end of Telefon Bay
and the Argentine base.
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